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ABSTRACT

The Government of Vietnam is making efforts to rearrange state-owned enterprises (SOEs); there are many studies on restructuring and equitization of SOEs to form state-capital enterprises (SCEs); However, there is little research on combining two intangible resources such as social capital and resilience capability. This study presents a structure model describing (i) the impact of social capital and resilience capability on SCE performance (ii) social capital has indirectly affecting performance through resilience capability. After adjusting the scale through in-depth interviews with experts; conduct quantitative research with a sample of 568 SCEs in operation (overall sampling) to test Cronbach’s Alpha reliability, EFA, CFA, and SEM; the research results show that (i) social capital, resilience capability have a positive impact on the performance of SCEs and (ii) social capital indirectly positively affects performance through resilience capability. The study also suggests practical implications for managers to use effective resources in SCEs.
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1. Introduction

After decades of establishment and development (1954 in the North and 1975 in the South), state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in Vietnam have contributed to the overall stability of the economy. However, SOEs have exposed too many weaknesses from capital management to the use of other physical resources such as land and factories. Therefore, the Government of Vietnam is making efforts to rearrange SOEs. There are many studies on restructuring and equitization of SOEs to form State-capital enterprises (SCEs). SCE is an enterprise in which the State holds less than 100% of charter capital or shares, the contributed capital may not dominate; organized and operated in the form of a joint-stock company or a two-member limited liability company. The previous researches show that social capital affects the resilience capability of enterprises (Johnson, 2010) and social capital also helps to handle difficult situations in time (Putnam, 1995, 2000); Social capital is effective in reducing risks, contributing to improving performance (Casey, 2002; Woolcock, 2001; Narayan & Pritchett, 1999; Dasgupta, 2000); resilience capability also has a positive direct relationship with performance when environmental turbulences (Chu, 2015); but no studies have looked at the aggregate resources (social capital combined with resilience capability) that have mutual influence and impact on the performance of SCEs in the Vietnamese context.
This study corrected the scales (social capital, resilience capability, and performance) by conducting in-depth interviews with experts to formulate a quantitative questionnaire. A survey was conducted at SCEs to collect data. The final sample used for analysis is of 568 SCEs. Test of reliability of Cronbach’s Alpha and EFA was performed via SPSS 22.0; AMOS 22.0 was employed to analyze EFA, CFA, and test of models and hypotheses by SEM. Research results show that (i) social capital, resilience capability have a positive impact on the performance of SCEs; and (ii) social capital indirectly positively affects performance through resilience capability. The study also proposes solutions to use social capital, resilience capability to improve the performance of SCEs.

2. Literature review

2.1. Main concepts

Social capital: social capital is a concept that has been mentioned a lot in the fields of economics, education, society, psychology, ..., social capital in the most basic way of understanding includes (1) System of networks, (2) Human trust, and (3) Interconnection to do the job. Social capital is studied at different levels: individuals, organizations, businesses.

In this study, corporate social capital is defined as the aggregation of enterprise resources (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992) that exist in quality relationship networks with a structure of networks comprising: the network of the leader (Tushman, 1997), external network of the enterprise (Yang, Brashear Alejandro, & Boles, 2011) and the internal network of the enterprise (Brookes, Morton, Dainty, & Burns, 2006).

Resilience capability: resilience capability is maintaining positive adjustments under challenging conditions (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2008). The structure of resilience capability consists of four components (Chu, 2015): anticipatory (AT), adaptability (AD), agility (AG), and flexibility (FL).

Researchers propose that businesses should build resilience capability by focusing on capacity and growth (Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003); exploitation and exploration (March, 1991); maintain competitive advantage by managing performance and resilient systems (Robb, 2000). The core elements of resilience capability are the ability to react, respond and adjust positively under uncertain, challenging conditions, environment turbulences; the ability of agility and flexibility (Chu, 2015) in allocating resources appropriately to ensure the sustainable operation of enterprises.

Performance: performance is measured in a variety of ways including assessing business success (Kennerley & Neely, 2003); quantifying the results and effectiveness of managing an organization’s operations (Neely, Gregory, & Platts, 1995). Performance can also be measured through the application of objective and subjective indicators. Chu (2015) is a typical use of a scale to measure the performance of enterprises, with 3 measurement scales including (1) Profit or profitability (PR), (2) customer satisfaction (SA), and (3) market efficiency (ME).

2.2. Hypotheses development

Measurement of social capital is considered in three corresponding angles: the social capital of leader (LD), external social capital (EX), and internal social capital (IN) of the enterprise (Huynh, 2012).

When the leader has the ability, high qualifications, good quality (high LD) will have a good relationship with the Government levels and media organizations (Tushman, 1997), helping
Well-built internal social capital (high IN) will promote cooperation, support, coordination, and sharing of knowledge and experience internally (Brookes et al., 2006); internal social capital creates stability because of high trust and consensus; This helps businesses to be proactive to adjust and respond well to changes of the environment; thus, the internal social capital helps to improve the resilience capability.

External social capital is well established (high EX), the horizontal and vertical relationships will be good (Yang et al., 2011), especially for consulting organizations (horizontal) and government levels (vertical) will help for businesses to be able to predict and adapt well to changes in the environment; so external social capital also helps to improve resilience capability.

Social capital affects the resilience capability of the enterprise (Johnson, 2010) and social capital also helps to handle difficult situations in time (Putnam, 1995, 2000); previous studies have shown that social capital has a positive influence on resilience capability; however, few studies in Vietnam have addressed this issue, especially for SCEs; so this study proposes the following hypothesis:

\[ H1: \text{The social capital has a positive effect on the resilience capability of SCEs in Vietnam} \]

Corporate social capital consists of three components: the social capital of leader, internal social capital, and external social capital (Huynh, 2012).

Leaders with high social capital (high LD) will have a lot of positive relationships and timely and quick information support from Government levels and media organizations (Tushman, 1997), thus contributing to high results in the operation process; help improve performance.

Well-built internal social capital (high IN) will help promote proactive cooperation; help support, share and trust each other (Brookes et al., 2006); contribute to reducing transaction costs; helping to use resources effectively, so that enterprises’ efficiency can be improved.

Good external social capital (high EX) will help improve vertical and horizontal relationships (Yang et al., 2011), especially for advisory organizations (horizontal) and with government levels (vertical) that will provide businesses useful information, advice to get ready for the opportunity, help improve the performance of businesses.

Social capital is effective in reducing risks, contributing to improving operational efficiency (Casey, 2002; Dasgupta, 2000; Narayan & Pritchett, 1999; Woolcock, 2001); previous studies have shown that social capital has a positive impact on performance, but few studies in Vietnam address this issue, especially for SCEs, so this study proposes the following hypothesis:

\[ H2: \text{The social capital has a positive effect on the performance of SCEs in Vietnam} \]

Resilience capability helps businesses always be in a proactive state to maintain positive adjustments under challenging conditions (Weick et al., 2008) to respond well the environment turbulences, thus creating favorable conditions for businesses to have many opportunities to gain competitive advantage; leading in product innovation and technological innovation to meet market
demands, increase customer satisfaction, increase profits and market efficiency. Resilience capability also has a positive direct relationship with performance when environmental fluctuations (Chu, 2015). Thus, the resilience capability helps to improve performance; there are many foreign studies on the resilience capability in volatile environments but few studies in Vietnam address this issue, especially for SCEs; the research proposes the following hypothesis:

**H3**: Resilience capability has a positive effect on the performance of SCEs in Vietnam

3. Research method

This study used a mixed model of both qualitative and quantitative methods with quantitative methods as the key. The qualitative research used in-depth interview methods with 10 experts (leaders of SCEs in Vietnam with ages ranging from 40 to 55; males all and at least ten-year experience of SCEs in Vietnam) to explore new indicators to adjust and complete the constructs in the research model. The quantitative research applied the survey of leaders of SCEs in Vietnam with overall sampling. A sample of 720 respondents was targeted and a total of 571 questionnaires were completed with a return rate of about 80% (the remains withdraw state capital). Three invalid and uncompleted questionnaires were rejected, resulting in 568 valid answer sheets used to analyze in this research.

**Research process**: Adjusting the scale by in-depth interview method with experts; building hypotheses and research model; Official quantitative research of the sample size of 568 SCEs in Vietnam; testing scales with SPSS 22.0 software to calculate Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient and EFA analysis; using AMOS 22 software to analyze CFA; test the research model by using SEM linear structural equation model tool; retest the model with Bootstrap with sample size N = 1000 to conclude the model and the hypotheses about the impact of social capital, resilience capability to the performance of SCEs in Vietnam.

**Scales building**: The scale of leader social capital (LD) has 5 items (from LD1 to LD5); the scale of internal social capital (IN) has 3 items (from IN1 to IN5); the scale of external social capital (EX) has 7 items (from EX1 to EX7); these scales are of enterprise social capital factor adapted and developed from the research of Huynh (2012).

The scale of adaptability (AD) has 4 items (from AD1 to AD4); the scale of anticipatory (AT) has 6 items (from AT1 to AT6); the scale of agility (AG) has 7 items (from AG1 to AG7); the scale of flexibility (FL) has 6 items (from FL1 to FL6); these scales are of resilience capability factor inherited from the research of Chu (2015).

The scale of customer satisfactory (SA) has 3 items (from SA1 to SA3); the scale of profitability (PR) has 3 items (from PR1 to PR3); the scale of market effectivity (ME) has 3 items (from ME1 to ME3); these scales are of enterprise performance factor inherited from the research of Chu (2015).

**Results of preliminary quantitative research**

This is done by sending 100 questionnaires to SCEs and collecting 60 qualified copies. The results showed that 10 scales of 3 research concepts all met the requirements of the content of each observed variable, about Cronbach alpha and EFA for each concept.
4. Results

4.1. Survey results, sample profile

Characteristics of surveyed enterprises:

Most types of enterprises are joint-stock companies with agricultural capital accounting for 35.7%; the main field of activity is manufacturing, construction up to 49.6%; the number of major branches from 1 to 5 branches accounts for 30.6%; the structure of state capital is slow; equitization area reached 100% in the sample; the equitization year focused heavily on the period 2018-2019 due to the time close to collecting information; business results mostly range from normal to very good.

Characteristics of surveyed individuals:

Male and female gender equivalent; respondents aged 41-50 accounted for the majority of 34.7%; university education accounts for the majority of 49.9%; the leadership positions that answer most are deputy directors to general directors; the main task is senior manager reaching 25.2%; the common working time in enterprises in group 1 to 6 years is 26.4%; working time in state-owned enterprises concentrated much about 5 to 10 years, accounting for 36.1%.

4.2. Testing scales by reliability Cronbach’s Alpha and EFA

Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient of 10 scales of 3 concepts all variables have a coefficient of item - total (item - total correlation) greater than 0.5. All scales meet the Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient (αLD = 0.839; αEX = 0.874; αIN = 0.766; αAD = 0.877; αAT = 0.889; αAG = 0.912; αFL = 0.897; αSA = 0.852; αPR = 0.868; αME = 0.846).

The EFA analysis result shows the value of 0.5 ≤ KMO = 0.918 ≤ 1; total variance extracted = 60,053> 50% at eigenvalue = 1,211> 1; the maximum factor load factor of each observed variable is ≥ 0.5, it shows that the factor analysis is consistent with the survey data, there are 47 measurement variables (items) for 10 scales continue to be used in the model. All scales are standard for carrying out official quantitative research in CFA.

4.3. CFA analysis

The CFA result of the social capital factor of the SCEs show that: Chi-squared = 145,389, p = 0.000. Models with degrees of freedom df = 87> 0, Chi-squared / df = 1,671 ≤ 2 should be qualified; 0.9 ≤ GFI = 0.967 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ TLI = 0.980 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ CFI = 0.983 ≤ 1 so 3 indicators are very satisfied. RMSEA index = 0.034 <0.05, so the model is very suitable for the whole. The three scales LD, IN and EX all achieve unidimensionality. The scales of LD and IN (estimate 0.583), IN and EX (estimate 0.567), LD and EX (estimate 0.552) have discriminant validity. The observed variables measure three components LD, IN and EX achieving convergent validity (lowest λEX = .576); composite reliability, extracted variance of scales LD (0.840 and 0.512), IN (0.767 and 0.524) and EX (0.875 and 0.506) are satisfactory. The indicators show that the SEM model of social capital is consistent with market data.

The CFA result of the resilience capability factor of SCEs show that: Chi-squared = 578,013, p-value = 0.000, have degrees of freedom df = 224> 0, Chi-squared / df = 2,580 ≤ 3 should meet standards; 0.9 ≤ GFI = 0.920 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ TLI = 0.950 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ CFI = 0.956 ≤ 1 so 3 indicators are very satisfied. RMSEA = 0.053 <0.08, so the model is suitable for the whole. The four scales of AT, AD, AG and FL all achieve unidimensionality. The scales of AT and AD
(estimate 0.555), AT and AG (estimate 0.636), AT and FL (estimate 0.654); AD and AG (estimate 0.469), AD and FL (estimate 0.482), AG and FL (estimate 0.619) are discriminant validity. The observed variables measure the four components AT, AD, AG and FL to achieve the convergent validity (lowest $\lambda_{AG7} = .579$); composite reliability, extracted variance of scales of AT (0.890 and 0.574), AD (0.878 and 0.642), AG (0.914 and 0.605) and FL (0.900 and 0.600) are satisfactory. The indicators all show the SEM model of resilience capability in line with market data.

The CFA result of the performance factor of SCEs show that: Chi-squared = 47.154, p-value = 0.003, degrees of freedom df = 24 > 0; Chi-squared / df = 1.965 ≤ 2 should meet standards; 0.9 ≤ GFI = 0.982 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ TLI = 0.986 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ CFI = 0.991 ≤ 1 so 3 indicators are very satisfied. RMSEA index = 0.041 < 0.05, so the model is very suitable for the whole. The three scales SA, PR and ME all achieve unidimensionality. The scales PR and ME (estimate 0.406), SA and ME (estimate 0.455), PR and SA (estimate 0.399) reach discriminant validity. The observed variables measure the three components SA, PR and ME achieving convergent validity (lowest $\lambda_{SA1} = .742$); Composite reliability, extracted variance of the SA (0.691 and 0.652), PR (0.870 and 0.691) and ME (0.847 and 0.648) scales are satisfactory; The indicators all show the SEM model of operational efficiency consistent with market data.

The CFA result of the three factors in the critical measurement model of SCEs show that: Chi-squared = 1666,599, p-value = 0.000, have degrees of freedom df = 1021 > 0, Chi-squared / df = 1.632 ≤ 2; 0.8 < GFI = 0.889 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ TLI = 0.953 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ CFI = 0.955 ≤ 1 so 3 indices satisfy. RMSEA index = 0.033 < 0.05, so the model is very suitable for the whole. The three concepts of social capital, resilience capability, and performance are all unidimensionality. The concept of social capital and resilience capability (estimate 0.245); social capital and performance (estimate 0.372); resilience capability and performance (estimate 0.421) all reach discriminant validity. Observed variables measure three components LD, IN and EX; four components: AT, AD, AG and FL; the three components SA, PR and ME all achieve convergent validity (lowest $\lambda_{SA3} = .742$); Composite reliability, extracted variance of the concept of social capital (0.797 and 0.567), resilience capability (0.845 and 0.578) met requirements; composite reliability, extracted variance of performance (0.684 and 0.422) are nearly reached. SEM result of the standardized structural model show that the theoretical model is consistent with market data.

4.4. SEM test

The three hypotheses H1, H2 and H3 are accepted statistically at 99% level of confidence and yield the following estimates of linear relationship:

- Social capital --> resilience capability (0.245)
- Social capital --> operational efficiency (0.286)
- Resilience capability --> operational efficiency (0.351)

SEM result of the standardized structure model show that the theoretical model is appropriate with the survey data (Chi-squared / df = 1.632 ≤ 2; 0.8 < GFI = 0.889 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ TLI = 0.953 ≤ 1; 0.9 ≤ CFI = 0.955 ≤ 1, so the 3 indexes are satisfactory. RMSEA = 0.033 < 0.05, so the model fits the overall).
This study uses Bootstrap with the number of repeating samples $N = 1000$, with the critical value C.R is less than 1.96 so the estimates in the model are highly reliable.

5. Implication and future research

5.1. Theoretical implications

Firstly, This study examines the impact of social capital, resilience capability on the performance of SCEs in Vietnam; a specific type of enterprise is in the process of transformation, restructuring to perfection.

Secondly, This study confirmed the combined intangible resources including social capital, resilience capability having their impacts on the performance of SCEs in Vietnam.

Thirdly, This study contributed to the improvement of the resilience capability scale by identifying the observed variables for components that are appropriate for SCEs in Vietnam.

Fourthly, This study proved that social capital had an indirect effect on performance through the resilience capability of SCEs in Vietnam.

Fifthly, This study presented a second-order factor structure model that represents the correlation between factors (social capital had a positive effect on resilience capability and operational efficiency; resilience capability had a positive effect on performance); affirming the importance and influence of the above factors on the performance of SCEs in Vietnam.

5.2. Managerial implication

Firstly, raising awareness of the spirit of initiative and coordination: smoothly combining intangible social capital resources, resilience capability; improve the spirit of coordination of
individuals and departments in the enterprise in a proactive, creative and innovative way; coordinate in predicting and forecasting quickly and promptly; allocating resources in a quick, flexible and appropriate manner; the spirit of coordination is the foundation for individuals to contribute to the construction of SCEs in Vietnam.

Secondly, eliminate dependence and avoid collisions: dismantling the state subsidy mechanism is the basis of dependence and dependence of SCEs in Vietnam.

Thirdly, focusing on the sustainability of the operation and life cycle of SCEs in Vietnam: not for the huge profit in the short term but forgetting to plan a stable and sustainable development strategy over time.

Fourthly, effective exploitation, use, and coordination of intangible resources: SCEs in Vietnam need to identify each intangible resources and their importance to ensure that SCEs in Vietnam can compete healthily with other types; their importance in indirectly effectively exploiting tangible physical resources of enterprises and operate effectively in the long run, meeting the expectations of the Vietnamese Government.

Fifthly, reasonable performance allocation and terminating thinking in administration term: SCE managers in Vietnam also have term tenure thinking so they often care about what happens in the short term; do what is beneficial for the immediate future, but also invest, plan for the far future is not interested; for SCEs in Vietnam to operate effectively and sustainably, they must reasonably allocate the achievements of businesses and eliminate the tenure mindset.

5.3. Limitations and future research

Firstly, the research data collected in this study by the non-probability sampling method can make the representative of the sample not high.

Secondly, this study was conducted for only one type of SCE enterprise in Vietnam, and there may be differences in the measurement scale in other types of enterprises.

Thirdly, the scope of this study was conducted throughout the territory of Vietnam; survey questionnaires collected have scattered allocation in many sectors and fields. Further research should take research data in specific areas.

Fourthly, this study is conducted in the Vietnamese context; further studies should be conducted in countries with transition economies such as Vietnam.

In brief, this study achieved its goal of general research by combining two intangible resources social capital and resilience capability; these resources indirectly increase the exploitation of tangible physical resources and increase the performance of SCEs in Vietnam.
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